Is this important?
There are huge economic stakes associated with getting a sound regulatory regime for new networkbased services.
Create jobs: from 1988 to 1998 services (excl. wholesale and retail trade, gov't, and utilities) generated 57% of total U.S. employment growth.
Promote economic growth: between 1995 and 1998, IT producing industries (8% of GDP) generated 35% of U.S. real economic growth.
Generate business value:
Internet businesses using dial-up are worth a lot relative to physical facilities that could provide broadband local access facilities -connect end-users to a specific point ("going to a cyberspace") wide-area services -services that are independent of user and service providers physical locations ("being in a cyberspace") 2) Network interfaces will be everywhere for everybody. Unstructured internetworking will lead to the best of all possible worlds.
3) Something in between. Big cities will have every sort of networking interface imaginable. Small cities will have every sort of policy intervention imaginable to try to get what big cities have.
Topic 3 -Telephony interconnection architecture as policy lever

What determinations the location of network interconnection nodes?
Like question of what determines the location of cities. A lot of factors matter.
1) History -telephony end office structure largely established prior to 1917.
2) Regulation -end offices currently an important focus of interconnection (collocation, UNE access)
3) Traffic patterns -data bandwidth growing much faster than voice bandwidth, but voice bandwidth still has major network significance (see Table 5 ; RBOC non-voice bandwidth 2.4 times voice bandwidth in 1998; non-voice bandwidth has been growing 40% per year since 1989)
Topic 3 -Telephony interconnection architecture as policy lever
What sort of interconnection architecture is important from a policy perspective?
1) geographically comprehensive. Want new widearea services to be easily projected to all Americans.
2) non-adversarial environment. Hostile roommates create an unending stream of problems.
3) competing options. Choke points invite either regulation or value extraction.
Ensuring the existence of a good interconnection architecture 1) Divide area of focus into interconnection regions (SIP regions).
2) Choose 3-5 certified service interconnection points (certified SIPs) in each region. Certified SIPs in a region must be owned independently of each other. A certified SIP is not allowed to own local access facilities in its region or transport facilities connecting it to other certified SIPs.
3) Require local telephone networks to provide zeroprice termination for all telephone calls (inc. fax and modem) delivered to 2 selected certified SIPs in the SIP region associated with the called customer.
Points 1) and 2) ensure the existence of a comprehensive interconnection lattice and competing options, point 2) ensures that the lattice provides a non-adversarial interconnection environment, and point 3) ensures that certified SIPs have industry significance.
Questions 1) Would a sufficient number and quality of potential candidates to be certified SIPs volunteer to exchange the facilities ownership restrictions described in point 2) for the privileged telephony termination position described in point 3)?
2) Would decentralizing the choice of certified SIPs and the regulation of originating access make this proposal attractive to state regulators?
3) How rapidly could all other regulation concerning relations among network operators and service providers be phased out?
